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Darkflash INF8 ARGB Computer fan (white)

ARGB computer fan Darkflash INF8 (white)
With the Darkflash INF8 fan, you will not only provide your computer with optimal cooling, but also completely change its style and give it
a  unique  character.  The  device  guarantees  unmatched  performance  and  is  equipped  with  colorful  ARGB  backlighting,  and  it  works
surprisingly quietly. Its installation will also not cause you any problems - in a few moments everything will be ready! Also noteworthy is
the durable rifle bearing, thanks to which the life of the fan reaches up to 30,000 hours.
 
Efficient cooling, quiet operation
The fan is equipped with 9 aerodynamic blades, which guarantee excellent airflow. It is also distinguished by its impressive speed - up to
800-1800 RPM.  Thus,  you  can  be  sure  that  your  computer  has  reliable  cooling  and will  not  overheat  -  even when playing  demanding
games!  Despite  such  great  capabilities,  the  INF8  model  works  extremely  quietly.  Thanks  to  the  anti-vibration  rubber  seal,  its  volume
level does not exceed 30 dBA - say goodbye to annoying noise!
 
Stunning backlighting
Create  an  eye-catching  computer  for  yourself.  The  fan  offers  expressive  ARGB  backlighting,  and  thanks  to  its  improved  design,  it
provides an original infinite reflection effect. Combine it with a transparent case and expose its visual qualities! There are also 20 lighting
effects at your disposal - check which one you like best. The fan is also compatible with ASUS AURA SYNC (5V only).
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ManufacturerDarkflashModelINF8ColorWhiteDimensions120  x  120  x  25  mmFan  speed800-1800  ±10%  RPMNoise  level18-30  dBA
(max.)Airflow62.18 CFMStatic pressure1.82 mm H2OMTTFApprox. 30,000 h

Price:

€ 7.00
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